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Recent developments in higher-dimensional algebra due to Kapranov and
Voevodsky, Day and Street, and Baez and Neuchl include definitions of braided,
sylleptic, and symmetric monoidal 2-categories, and a center construction for
monoidal 2-categories which gives a braided monoidal 2-category. I give generalized
center constructions for braided and sylleptic monoidal 2-categories which give
sylleptic and symmetric monoidal 2-categories, respectively, and I correct some errors
in the original center construction for monoidal 2-categories.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The initial motivation for the study of braided monoidal categories was
twofold: from homotopy theory, where braided monoidal categories of a
particular kind arise as algebraic 3-types of arc-connected, simply connected
spaces, and from higher-dimensional category theory, where braided
monoidal categories arise as one object monoidal bicategories [16]. These
motivations have subsequently been brought together by the definition of
tricategories [13] of which Joyal and Tierney’s Gray-groupoids, which are
algebraic 3-types [17], are a special instance. But they have been joined by
many further applications of braided monoidal categories, for example, in
the theory of knots and braids [12] and in relation to quantum groups [21].
These motivations extend to higher dimensional generalizations of
braided monoidal categories. They are expected to arise as algebraic
homotopy types of particular connected spaces, and as ‘‘weak n-categories’’
[2, 4] which have only one element in low dimensions. And there should
be applications to higher-dimensional TQFTs and to n-tangles, see Baez
et al. [1, 3], Day and Street [10], and Crane and Yetter [7, 8].
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Rather than dealing with weak higher-dimensional categories in their full
generality, I will restrict myself to the ‘‘semistrict’’ case here. Firstly, because
currently semistrict braided, sylleptic, and symmetric monoidal 2-categories
are better understood than the corresponding weak notions. Secondly,
semistrictness seems to be more appropriate for algebraic homotopy types
and for braids and tanglesat least this is suggested by the situation in
dimension 3. And as a coherence theorem for weak n-categories, stating
that they are equivalent to semistrict ones, is generally expected, this
restriction is likely not to be a restriction at all. I will also restrict myself
to ‘‘pseudo,’’ i.e., conditions holding up to an equivalence, instead of ‘‘lax,’’
where no invertibility is required. This certainly suffices for homotopy
types, where everything is invertible anyway, but as there will be situations
in which I need arrows in both directions, I will suppose, for convenience,
that these arrows are equivalences of some kind.
Recall that a Gray-category is a 3-category except that horizontal com-
position of 2-arrows results in a 3-isomorphism between the two possible
ways of composing these 2-arrows vertically, rather than these two vertical
composites being equal. More formally, a Gray-category is a category
enriched in the monoidal category Gray [14, 13].
A braided (strict) monoidal category can be reconsidered as a Gray-
category which has only one object and one arrow. This reconsideration
has the form of a reindexing: For a braided (strict) monoidal category C,
the corresponding Gray-category, which I will denote by 72(C), has (one
object, one arrow,) as 2-arrows the objects of C and as 3-arrows the arrows
of C. 2-composition, i.e., composition of 3-arrows over 2-arrows, in 72(C)
is given by the ordinary composition in C, 1-composition, i.e., composition
over 1-arrows, is the tensor in C, and 0-composition is the braiding in C.
Thus, 72(C) is obtained from C by shifting the dimension of elements and
compositions up by two. Going the other way, the tensor and the braiding
can also be called (&1)-composition and (&2)-composition, respectively.
Another name for the braiding is 2-tensor, extending the analogous situa-
tion of (&1)-composition being called tensor.
The viewpoint of the braiding as 0-composition in a particular Gray-
category highlights the fact that the braiding is a ‘‘Gray-type’’ operation:
It raises dimension, the braiding of objects resulting in an arrow, and the
source and target of this arrow are tensors of these objects. Furthermore,
the braiding is required to be natural in each of its variables, and it satisfies
some axioms with respect to tensor and unit, which, since the braiding
and tensor are just specific kinds of composition, can be interpreted as
functoriality axioms.
The first way to generalize braided monoidal categories is to look at
braided monoidal 2-categories. ‘‘Semistrict 4-categories,’’ which are intended
to be a 4-dimensional generalization of Gray-categories, have not been
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defined yet, but this is where the viewpoint of the braiding as a Gray-type
operation enters. First note that a monoidal 2-category can be recon-
sidered, by shifting dimension up once, as a Gray-category with one object.
This implies that the tensor in a monoidal 2-category is also of Gray-type,
the tensor of arrows resulting in a 2-arrow, with source and target given by
the diagram
Now looking at the dimension-raising aspect of the Gray tensor product
of |-categories [9, Chapter 3], the braiding of an object with an arrow is
expected to result in a 2-arrow, which (for invertible 2-arrow) exactly
corresponds to the braiding being pseudo-natural in each of its variables.
The braiding of two arrows is expected to result in a 3-arrow, but as there
are no 3-arrows in a 2-category this is replaced by an extra condition
stating that its source and target, being certain composites of 2-arrows, are
equal. This extra condition can be interpreted as a naturality axiom, and
makes the braiding into a pseudo-natural transformation. As before, the
braiding is also expected to satisfy functoriality axioms. Finally, again
because the braiding is just some kind of composition, the braiding is
expected to be associative, in some appropriate sense.
In Section 2 I will compare these expectations with Baez and Neuchl’s
definition of braided monoidal 2-categories [3]. This will result in a slight
improvement on their definition, resolving the issue of unit axioms for the
braiding, which are absent in their definition, and in an adjustment of the
expectations about the functoriality of the braiding. The associativity
axiom will be seen to be Baez and Neuchl’s ‘‘S +=S &,’’ and is closely
related to the two proofs of the YangBaxter equation.
The second way to generalize braided monoidal categories is to look at
further Gray-type operations. It is expected that such an operation on a
braided monoidal 2-category can be obtained by reindexing a ‘‘semistrict
5-category’’ which has only one object, one arrow, and one 2-arrow. Again,
‘‘semistrict 5-categories’’ have not been defined yet, but this new operation,
which I provisionally call 3-tensor, being of Gray-type suggests that the
3-tensor of objects should result in a 2-arrow, with source and target being
braidings of these objects. And this continues: The 4-tensor of objects
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should result in a 3-arrow, which becomes an extra condition stating
that its source and target, being 3-tensors of these objects, are equal. This
extra condition can be interpreted as a symmetry axiom for the 3-tensor.
A further 5-tensor has no effect, because it should result in a 4-arrow whose
source and target are already interpreted as equalities.
It is clear that these dimension considerations can also be carried out
for higher-dimensional operations of Gray-type. This should give, once
‘‘semistrict (k+1)-monoidal n-categories’’ have been defined, an easy proof
of Baez and Dolan’s stabilization hypothesis, that the forgetful functor
from ‘‘semistrict (k+1)-monoidal n-categories’’ to ‘‘semistrict k-monoidal
n-categories’’ is an isomorphism for kn+2 (compare [1, p. 6089]).
In Section 4 I will give Day and Street’s definition of sylleptic and sym-
metric monoidal 2-categories [10], also called weakly and strongly
involutory 2-categories [1, 5]. The syllepsis corresponds to the 3-tensor,
with the axioms for the syllepsis exactly being naturality and functoriality
axioms. Day and Street’s symmetry condition corresponds to the symmetry
axiom above.
An important class of examples of braided monoidal categories, which
also comes up in relation to quantum groups, is given by Joyal and Street’s
definition of the center of a monoidal category [15]. In particular, if the
monoidal category is the category of finite-dimensional comodules of a
Hopf-algebra H, then its center is the category of comodules of the
quantum double of H [11, 22]. A similar intimate connection has been
conjectured by Baez and Neuchl [3] between generalizations of the center
construction to monoidal 2-categories on the one hand, and of the quantum
double to ‘‘Hopf 2-algebras’’ on the other. This conjecture can be extended
in the direction of monoidal higher-dimensional categories, as Baez and
Neuchl do, but also in the direction of further structures, such as braidings,
on higher-dimensional categories, possibly leading to new concepts of
quantum double for appropriately structured higher-dimensional Hopf
algebras.
Before embarking on generalizations of the center, I will first review the
most elementary situation, namely, the center of a group. Viewing a group
(or monoid) G as a category 7(G) with one object, V , the condition for
an element g of G to be in the center of G can be formulated by saying that
for every h # G the diagram
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has to commute. The crucial observation to make here is that this is a
naturality condition: An element g # Z(G) is precisely a natural transforma-
tion : from id : 7(G)  7(G) to itself, via :
*
= g.
A similar correspondence holds for the center of a monoidal category,
provided one uses pseudo-natural transformations. More precisely, let C be
a monoidal category, and consider it as a 2- (or bi-) category 7(C) with
one object V. A pseudo-natural transformation * : id7(C)  id7(C) assigns to
the unique object V # 7(C) an arrow *
*
: V  V in 7(C), i.e., an object A of
C, and to every arrow in 7(C), i.e., object X # C, an invertible 2-arrow
in 7(C), i.e., an isomorphism RA, X : AX  XA in C, such that several
conditions are satisfied. It is easily checked that these conditions are
precisely the ones required for the pair (A, RA, &) to be an object of the
center of C as defined by Joyal and Street [15]. Similarly, a modification
*  _ between such pseudo-natural transformations amounts precisely to
an arrow (A, RA, &)  (B, RB, &) in the center.
Why do pseudo-natural transformations come up here? To answer this
question, I will return to the center of a group. Categories, functors, and
natural transformations form a 2-category Cat. For any 2-category C and
for any object C # C, the full sub-2-category of C on the object C is a
2-category with one object, which can be reconsidered as a monoidal
category 0(C, C). Alternatively, 0(C, C)=C(C, C). Also, the locally full
sub-2-category of C on the object C and the arrow idC can be reconsidered
as a commutative monoid 02(C, C), which is equal to C(C, C)(idC , idC).
In particular, taking C=Cat and C=7(G) for some group G, the com-
mutative monoid 02(Cat, 7(G))=Cat(7(G), 7(G))(id7(G) , id7(G)) is, by
the correspondence above, precisely the center of G. Now to obtain the
center of a monoidal category, which is a braided monoidal category, in
this way, it is necessary to use the Gray-category Gray of 2-categories,
2-functors, pseudo-natural transformations and modifications, and not the
3-category 2-Cat of 2-functors, 2-natural transformations and modifica-
tions, as that wrongly gives a symmetric monoidal category as the center.
But there is more to say. Pseudo-natural transformations being 2-arrows
of a Gray-category means that 0-composition of pseudo-natural transfor-
mations is a Gray-type operation. Having related the objects of the center
of a monoidal category to pseudo-natural transformations, it is precisely
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this 0-composition which becomes the braiding of objects. And as this
0-composition is given by substitution (compare [9, Section 312]), this
explains that in the center, the braiding of (A, RA, &) and (B, RB, &) is
given by RA, &(B)=RA, B . So, taking the center of a monoidal category can
be interpreted as adding all possible braidings.
This interpretation suggests, correctly, that if a monoidal category is
already braided, it is embedded in its center. Indeed, denoting the original
braiding by R$, this embedding sends an object A to the pair (A, R$A, &),
and so on.
The information on the center discussed thus far gives strong indications
for the generalization of the center to monoidal 2-categories. The idea is
that there should be a ‘‘semistrict 4-category’’ whose objects are Gray-
categories, whose arrows are Gray-functors, whose 2-arrows are some sort
of pseudo-natural transformations, with 3-arrows ‘‘pseudo-modifications’’
and 4-arrows perturbations, in analogy with the tricategory terminology
[13], with decomposition again given by substitution. Even without
knowing anything more, it is possible to carry out the same calculations
as above, resulting in the expectation that objects of the center are pairs
(A, RA, &), etc., and that the braiding of (A, RA, &) and (B, RB, &) is given
by RA, &(B)=RA, B . Taking the center should again be interpretable as
adding all possible braidings, and if the monoidal 2-category is already
braided, with braiding R$, then there should again be an embedding of it
in its center, sending an object A to the pair (A, R$A, &), and so on.
In Section 3, I will review Baez and Neuchl’s center construction for
monoidal 2-categories [3]. In this, I will also take into account the unit
axioms for the braiding, which are absent in their definition, and it will be
seen that the above expectations need to be modified slightly in light of the
adjustment of the functoriality of the braiding. Guided by the above con-
siderations, I will identify and correct the errors in Baez and Neuchl’s proof
that the center of a monoidal 2-category is a braided monoidal 2-category.
For completeness, I will also consider Baez and Neuchl’s embedding of a
braided monoidal 2-category in its center, whose existence is expected,
but whose actual form, due to the adjustment of the functoriality of the
braiding, differs markedly from the above expectations.
Having a center which adds braidings to a monoidal (2-) category,
one could ask for a similar construction adding syllepses to a braided
monoidal 2-category. In terms of ‘‘semistrict 5-categories,’’ remembering
that the syllepsis corresponds to the 3-tensor, it is clear enough how this
should work: There should be a semistrict 5-category 4-Catss whose objects
are semistrict 4-categories, then for a braided monoidal 4-category C,
03(4-Catss , 72(C)), or, more elaborately, 4-Catss(72(C), 72(C))(id72(C) ,
id72(C))(id id72(C) , idid7 2(C)), will be a sylleptic monoidal 2-category. This
construction could be termed the 2-center of C, to distinguish it from the
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center of C as a monoidal 2-category, which is a braided monoidal
category.
It seems reasonable to suppose that elements of 4-Catss are pseudo-
natural higher-dimensional transformations of some kind. In that case,
an object of the 2-center of a braided monoidal 2-category C will be a
‘‘pseudo-modification’’ * : idid7 2(C)  id id7 2(C) . Such a concept has, of course,
not been defined yet, but in this specific case, which involves only relatively
simple ‘‘semistrict 4-categories,’’ it is not too difficult to get an idea of what
such a notion should comprise. Firstly, * should assign to the unique
object V # 72(C) a 2-arrow *
*
: id
*
 id
*
in 72(C), i.e., an object A of C,
and to the unique arrow id
*
# 72(C) a 3-arrow which, because pseudo-
modifications should behave well with respect to identities, should be id*
*
,
i.e., the arrow idA of C, and to every 2-arrow in 72(C), i.e., object X # C,
some invertible 4-arrow *X in 72(C), i.e., a 2-arrow vA, X in C. By analogy
with the center of a monoidal category, this 2-arrow is expected to have
source and target given by RA, X and RX, A . Secondly, the pair (A, vA, &)
should satisfy some conditions analogous to the conditions for an object
(A, RA, &) of the center of a monoidal 2-category. Thirdly, the syllepsis in
the 2-center corresponds to 0-composition of pseudo-natural modifications,
and if this composition is given by substitution, as can be reasonably
expected, the syllepsis of (A, vA, &) and (B, vB, &) is given by vA, &(B)=
vA, B . This also gives further evidence that the 2-arrow vA, X should have
source and target given by braidings of A and X. Fourthly, if a braided
monoidal 2-category is already sylleptic, with syllepsis v$, it should be
embedded in its 2-center, via A [ (A, v$A, &).
Similarly, there should be a ‘‘semistrict 6-category’’ 5-Catss whose objects
are semistrict 5-categories, and then for a sylleptic monoidal 4-category C,
04(5-Catss , 73(C)) will be a symmetric monoidal 2-category, the 3-center
of C. I could pursue ‘‘pseudo-perturbations’’ here, but adding a symmetry
is not adding an extra operation, but adding an axiom, and there is every
reason to suppose that an object of the 3-center of a sylleptic monoidal
2-category C will be just an object of C which ‘‘commutes’’ with all other
objects of C, the precise meaning of this being given by the symmetry
axiom. This implies that the 3-center will be a sub-2-category, and that if
C is already symmetric then the embedding of C in its 3-center is trivial. So
the 3-center resembles much more the situation for groups (monoids) than
for monoidal categories. This is not so surprising after all, as commutative
monoids are nothing but ‘‘symmetric monoidal sets.’’
In the general higher-dimensional situation, one could ask for construc-
tions adding ‘‘(k+1)-tensors’’ to ‘‘semistrict k-monoidal n-categories.’’ To
extend the above, semistrict (n+k)-categories would have to form a semi-
strict (n+k+1)-category (n+k)-Catss , in order to define, for a ‘‘semistrict
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k-monoidal n-category’’ C, its k-center Zk(C) to be 0k+1((n+k)-Catss ,
7k(C)). The k-center of a semistrict k-monoidal n-category would then
automatically be a semistrict (k+1)-monoidal n-category, as desired.
If furthermore the elements of (n+k)-Catss are pseudo-natural higher-
dimensional transformations of some kind (compare lax-q-transformations
[9, Section 39]), with 0-composition given by substitution, it should be
possible to give an explicit description of Zk(C) along the same lines as
above.
Section 5 contains the main results of the paper. I will give explicit con-
structions of the 2-center of a braided monoidal 2-category and of the
3-center of a sylleptic monoidal 2-category, proofs that these constructions
give sylleptic and symmetric monoidal 2-categories, respectively, and the
embedding of a sylleptic monoidal 2-category in its 2-center. These results
show that the above expectations can indeed be realized.
As a general convention on the 3-dimensional diagrams, solid 2-arrows
are on the front side of a diagram, while dotted 2-arrows are on the back
side.
2. BRAIDINGS
2.1. Monoidal 2-Categories
Monoidal bicategories were conceived by Carboni and Walters [6], and
defined as one object tricategories by Gordon, Power, and Street [13].
Weak and semistrict monoidal 2-categories were defined, with a long list
of axioms, by Kapranov and Voevodsky [19, 20]. Semistrict monoidal
2-categories were also considered under the name of Gray monoids by Day
and Street [10]. Here I will give a concise and explicit definition of semi-
strict monoidal 2-categories, which are, of course, precisely one object
Gray-categories, that is, monoids in the monoidal category Gray.
Definition 2.1. A (semistrict) monoidal 2-category consists of a
2-category C together with
(i) a 2-functor &? : CG C  C,
(ii) an object I # C,
such that the following equations hold:
& (? !)=(&?) ! (2.1)
I&=& (2.2)
&I=&. (2.3)
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In this definition, G is the pseudo-version of the Gray tensor product
of 2-categories [13, 14].
For a more extensive description of the data and axioms of a monoidal
2-category, see [3, Lemma 4].
2.2. Braided Monoidal 2-Categories
Semistrict braided monoidal 2-categories have been defined, with a
slightly incorrect and incomplete long list of axioms, by Kapranov and
Voevodsky [19, 18], which has been corrected by Baez and Neuchl [3],
and, under the name of braided Gray monoids, by Day and Street [10].
Here I will give a slightly improved definition, including axioms for the
unit. The inclusion of unit axioms for the braiding is necessary in order for
the center of a braided monoidal 2-category to be monoidal, see Section 5.
Definition 2.2. A (semistrict) braided monoidal 2-category consists of a
(semistrict) monoidal 2-category (C,  , I ) together with
(i) a pseudo-natural equivalence R&, ? : &?  ?& (the braiding),
(ii) invertible modifications R (&| ?, !) and R (&, ? | !) giving for any
objects A, B, C # C the 2-isomorphisms
and
such that the following diagrams commute (where  will be omitted from
the notation from now on):
(2.4)
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where
:=R (A | BC, C) #=R (A | B, CD)
;=R (A | B, C)D $=BR (A | C, D) ,
(2.5)
where
:=R (A, BC | D) #=R (AB, C | D)
;=AR (B, C | D) $=R (A, B | D)C,
(2.6)
where
:=R (AB | C, D) $=R (A, B | CD)
;=CR (A, B | D) ==R (A | C, D)B
#=R (A, B | C) D ‘=AR (B | C, D)B,
’=RA, CRB, D
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(2.7)
where
:=R &1(A | B, C) $=R
&1
(B, A | C)
;=RA, RB, C ==RRA, B , C
#=R (A | C, B) ‘=R (A, B | C) ,
and such that the following equations hold:
RI, &=id& (2.8)
R&, I=id& (2.9)
R (A | B, I )=idRA, B (2.10)
R (A | I, B)=idRA, B (2.11)
R (I | A, B)=ididA, B (2.12)
R (A, B | I )=ididA, B (2.13)
R (A, I | B)=idRA, B (2.14)
R (I, A | B)=idRA, B . (2.15)
It is insightful to see to what extent this definition agrees and disagrees
with the viewpoint of a braided monoidal 2-category as a ‘‘semistrict
4-category’’ with one object and one arrow, however incomplete this latter
notion may be.
The braiding is a Gray-type operation, and pseudo-naturality exactly
captures its dimension raising aspects, as follows. The braiding of an object
A with an arrow g : B  B$ gives a 2-arrow
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and the braiding of an arrow f : A  A$ with an object B gives a 2-arrow
The ‘‘braiding’’ of the arrows f : A  A$ and g : B  B$ results in the
condition that
and there are conditions coming from the ‘‘braiding’’ of an object with a
2-arrow, which I will not discuss here. Comparing this with [3, Lemma 7],
one sees that my convention for the direction of RA, g is different. Although
this results in the occurrence of an inverse in the ‘‘naturality’’ axiom for the
braiding of two arrows, it is more in line with the formulae for the Gray
tensor product [9, Section 35], and results in fewer inverses elsewhere, for
example, in (2.7).
‘‘Functoriality’’ of the braiding manifests itself in two ways. The first one
is that the braiding behaves well with respect to composition, which is
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included in pseudo-naturality. The second one is that it behaves well with
respect to the tensor, because from the viewpoint of a braided monoidal
2-category as a ‘‘semistrict 4-category’’ with one object and one arrow, the
tensor is just as any other composition. The appearance of the 2-arrows
R (A | B, C) and R (A, B | C) says that apparently braiding is not strict functorial
in the tensor, but only up to specified isomorphisms. These isomorphisms
facilitate the center construction for monoidal 2-categories, see the second
diagram of Section 3.1.2.
Having opted for weak functoriality of the braiding in the tensor, it is
obvious that R (A | B, C) and R (A, B | C) have to satisfy further ‘‘coherence’’
conditions in (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6).
Associativity of the braiding would be the equality of the 2-arrows
RA, RB, C and RRA, B , C , if it were not for the fact that their sources and targets
do not agree. This is repaired by composing them with appropriate R ’s,
resulting in (2.7).
The two sides of (2.7) have been referred to as S + and S& [19, 3]. They
correspond to the two a priori different proofs of the YangBaxter equation
in a braided monoidal category. So, the associativity axiom makes these
proofs formally equal.
Equations (2.8) and (2.9) state that the unit for the tensor is also the unit
for the braiding. The further conditions on the unit are more coherence
conditions for the R ’s.
3. THE CENTER CONSTRUCTION FOR MONOIDAL
2-CATEGORIES
3.1. The Center of a Monoidal 2-Category
The center of (semistrict) monoidal 2-categories has been considered by
Baez and Neuchl [3]. They also gave a slightly incorrect and incomplete
proof that the center of a monoidal 2-category is a braided monoidal
2-category, in fact, this statement is not even true for their center construc-
tion, because the unit axiom for the tensor does not need to hold. I will
give a slightly improved construction, which differs from Baez and Neuchl’s
in that the unit axioms for the braiding are taken into account, and an
explicit proof that this improved construction does give a braided
monoidal category. This will correct and complete Baez and Neuchl’s
proof, the unit axiom for the tensor holding exactly because of the way the
unit axioms for the braiding are taken into account.
Let (C,  , I ) be a monoidal 2-category.
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3.1.1. The 2-Category Z(C)
An object of Z(C) is a triple (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)) consisting of the
following:
v an object A # C,
v a pseudo-natural equivalence RA, & : A &  & A,
v an invertible modification R (A |&, ?) giving for any objects X, Y # C a
2-isomorphism
such that the diagram (2.4) commutes for any B, C, D # C and the equa-
tions RA, I=idA (compare Eq. (2.9)), (2.10), and (2.11) hold.
A morphism in Z(C) from (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)) to (A$, RA$, & , R (A$ |&, ?))
is a pair ( f, Rf, &) consisting of the following:
v a morphism f : A  A$ # C,
v an invertible modification Rf, & giving for any object X # C a
2-isomorphism
such that R (A |&, ?) becomes natural in f : A  A$ and the equation
Rf, I=idf (compare Eq. (2.9)) holds.
A 2-morphism in Z(C) from ( f, Rf, &) to ( f $, Rf $, &) is a 2-morphism
: : f O f $ # C such that Rf, & becomes 2-natural in : : f O f $.
Composition of morphisms ( f, Rf, &) and ( f $, Rf $, &) is defined to be the
pair consisting of the morphism f $*0 f # C and the invertible modification
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Other compositions are defined as in C.
The identity on the object (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)) is defined to be the pair
consisting of the morphism idA # C and the invertible modification
The identity on a morphism is defined as in C.
3.1.2. The Monoidal Structure
The tensor product of the objects (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)) and (B, RB, & ,
R (B |&, ?)) is defined to be the triple consisting of the object AB # C, the
pseudo-natural equivalence
and the invertible modification
(compare diagram (2.6)).
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The tensor product of the object (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)) and the morphism
(g, Rg, &) is defined to be the pair consisting of the morphism Ag # C
and the invertible modification
The tensor product of a morphism and an object is completely analogous.
The other tensor products are defined as in C.
The unit object is defined to be the triple consisting of the object I # C,
the pseudonatural equivalence id& : I&=&  & =&I, and the invertible
modification
3.1.3. The Braiding
The braiding of the objects (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)) and (B, RB, & , R (B |&, ?))
is defined to be the pair consisting of the morphism RA, B=RA, &(B) # C
and the invertible modification
(compare diagram (2.7)).
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The braiding of the object (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)) and the morphism
(g, Rg, &) is defined to be the 2-isomorphism RA, g=RA&(g). The braiding
of the morphism ( f, Rf, &) and the object (B, RB, & , R (B |&, ?)) is defined to
be the 2-isomorphism Rf, B=Rf, &(B).
R (&| ?, !) for the objects (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)), (B, RB, & , R (B |&, ?)) and
(C, RC, & , R (C | &, ?)) is defined to be the 2-isomorphism
and R (&, ? | !) for the objects (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?)), (B, RB, & , R (B |&, ?)) and
(C, RC, & , R (C | &, ?)) is defined to be the 2-isomorphism
3.1.4. Conclusion
Theorem 3.1. Given any (semistrict) monoidal 2-category (C,  , I ), the
center Z(C) is a (semistrict) braided monoidal 2-category.
Proof. I will only prove those parts that have not, or incorrectly, been
done in [3]. These parts are the following: anything involving the object I,
Z(C) being a 2-category, and Z(C) being monoidal.
Composition of morphisms is a morphism in Z(C):
equals idf $*0 f .
The identity on an object is a morphism in Z(C) : idRA, I=ididA .
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The tensor product of two objects is an object of Z(C) : RA, IB *0
ARB, I=idAB *0 A idB=idAB ,
equals idRA, & B *0 ARB, & , and similarly,
equals idRA, ?B *0 ARB, ? .
The tensor product of an object and a morphism is a morphism in Z(C):
equals idAg . That the tensor product of an object and a morphism is a
morphism in Z(C) is completely analogous.
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The unit object is an object of Z(C): All 2-morphisms in diagram (2.4)
are identities; RI, I is defined to be idI , the second I, that is, but that is the
same as the first one, and R (I |&, I )=id&I=id&=idRI, & .
The braiding of two objects is a morphism in Z(C):
equals idRA, B .
Z(C) is a 2-category: Not mentioned in [3], immediate from the corre-
sponding fact for C, except for associativity of *0 : ( f ", Rf ", &) *0
(( f $, Rf $, &) *0 ( f, Rf, &)) and (( f ", Rf ", &) *0 ( f $, Rf $, &)) *0 ( f, Rf, &) are
both equal to the pair consisting of the morphism f " *0 f $*0 f and the
invertible modification
Z(C) is monoidal: wrongly claimed to be immediate from the correspond-
ing fact in C in [3]. For  being a 2-functor, (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?))
(g$, Rg$, &) *0 (g, Rg, &) and (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?))(g$, Rg$, &)) *0 ((A, RA, & ,
R (A |&, ?))(g, Rg, &)) are both equal to the pair consisting of the morphism
A(g$*0 g) and the invertible modification
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and similarly for ( f $, Rf $, &) *0 ( f, Rf, &)(B, RB, & , R (B |&, ?)). For asso-
ciativity, (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?))((B, RA, & , R (B |&, ?))(C, RC, & , R (C |&, ?))) and
((A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?))(B, RB, & , R (B |&, ?)))(C, RC, & , R (C |&, ?)) are both
equal to the triple consisting of the object ABC, the pseudo-natural
equivalence
and the invertible modification
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and (A, RA, & , R (A | &, ?))((B, RB, & , R (B |&, ?))(h, Rh, &)) and ((A, RA, & ,
R (A |&, ?))(B, RB, & , R (B | &, ?)))(h, Rh, &) are both equal to the pair con-
sisting of the morphism ABh and the invertible modification
and similarly for (A, RA, & , R (A |&, ?))(g, Rg, &)(C, RC, & , R (C |&, ?)) and
( f, Rf, &)(B, RB, & , R (B | &, ?))(C, RC, & , R (C |&, ?)). For the unit axioms,
(A, RA, & , R (A | &, ?))(I, id& , idid&?) is equal to the triple consisting of the
object A, the pseudo-natural equivalence RA, & , and the invertible
modification
which is equal to (A, RA, &, R (A |&, ?)), and similarly for (I, id& , idid&?)
(A, RA, & , R (A | &, ?)), and (I, id& , idid&?)(g, Rg, &) is equal to the pair con-
sisting of the morphism g and the invertible modification
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which is equal to (g, Rg, &), and similarly for ( f, Rf, &)(I, id& , idid&?).
(2.4) commutes in Z(C): immediate from the definition of objects in
Z(C).
(2.5) and (2.6) commute in Z(C): immediate from the definition of the
tensor product of objects in Z(C).
(2.7) commutes in Z(C): immediate from the definition of the braiding
of objects in Z(C).
Finally, all the equations involving I hold by definition, except (2.13),
which holds because RA, IB *0 ARB, I=idAB . K
3.1.5. Observations
Elements of Z(C), as defined above, do not correspond to pairs con-
sisting of an element A of C and a pseudo-natural equivalence RA, & :
A&  &A; there is something extra, namely R (A |&, ?) , which is
apparently needed in connection with weak functoriality of the braiding in
the tensor.
Proving the braiding, the tensor, and the composition of elements of
Z(C) to be elements of Z(C) actually involves doing all the work for the
axioms for the braiding.
I have indicated in the proof Baez and Neuchl’s errors and omissions,
and I have shown that, in the presence of the unit axioms for the braiding,
the result is nonetheless true. However, without these axioms the unit
axiom for the tensor does not hold in Z(C). The present proof also shows
that if the unit axioms for the braiding are weakened to (specified)
isomorphisms then in Z(C) the unit axioms for the tensor only hold up to
(specified) isomorphisms.
Baez and Neuchl suggest that ‘‘the center construction involves no asym-
metries at the level of weak n-categories, but [that] an arbitrary symmetry
breaking is needed to translate it into the framework of semistrict
n-categories’’ [3, p. 242], with a reference to the proof of the coherence
theorem for tricategories [13]. To resolve this issue, observe that the sym-
metry breaking in both the center construction and the coherence theorem
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is of the same type, having to make a choice for the convention regarding
directions in pseudo-natural transformations and in actions, respectively.
But this choice is also there for tritransformations, which strongly suggests
that the center construction will involve asymmetries at the level of weak
n-categories.
3.2. Embedding a Braided Monoidal 2-Category in Its Center
I will now briefly look at Baez and Neuchl’s embedding of a braided
monoidal 2-category in its center.
Let (C,  , I, R$&, ? , R $(&| ?; !) , R $(&, ? | !)) be a braided monoidal 2-category.
3.2.1. The 2-Functor ‘ : C  Z(C)
For an object A # C, ‘(A) is the triple (A, R$A, & , R $(A |&, ?)). It is an object
of Z(C) because diagram (2.4) commutes and Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11)
hold in C.
For a morphism f : A  A$ # C, ‘( f ) is the pair ( f, R$f, &). It is a
morphism in Z(C) because R $(A |&, ?) is natural in A and (2.9) holds in C.
For a 2-morphism : : f O f $, ‘(:) is : itself. It is a 2-morphism in Z(C)
because R$f, & is 2-natural in f.
‘ is a 2-functor: R$f, & is pseudo-natural in f.
3.2.2. The Monoidal Structure
‘ is not (strict) monoidal:
‘(IC)=(I, R$I, & , R $(I |&, ?))
=(I, id& , idid&?) by Eqs. (2.8) and (2.12)
=IZ(C) ,
but
‘(AB)=(AB, R$AB, & , R $(AB |&, ?))
{(AB, R$A, &B *0 AR$B, & , )
=‘(A) ‘(B).
However, it is weak monoidal, i.e., there is an isomorphism !A, B=
(idAB , R $(A, B | &)) : ‘(A) ‘(B)  ‘(AB), which is natural and associative [3].
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3.2.3. The Braiding
Taking into account that ‘ is weak monoidal, it is (strict) braided: The
diagram
commutes because of (2.7), and ‘ preserves R $ up to ‘ [3].
3.2.4. Observations
The reason that the embedding of a braided monoidal 2-category in its
center is not as strict as possible is that the braiding is not strict functorial
in the tensor, as can be seen from the definition of the constraint ‘A, B .
The above results yield the correct version of the strictification theorem
given by Baez and Neuchl, asserting that any braided monoidal 2-category
is equivalent (in a precise sense) to one for which R (&, ? | !) is trivial, but
this time incorporating the unit axioms for the braiding.
4. SYLLEPSES AND SYMMETRIES
Sylleptic monoidal 2-categories have been defined, under the name of
weakly involutory monoidal 2-categories, by Breen [5], and, under the
name of sylleptic Gray monoids, by Day and Street [10]. Here I will give
Day and Street’s definition, marginally improved as far as the presentation
is concerned.
Definition 4.1. A (semistrict) sylleptic monoidal 2-category consists of
a (semistrict) braided monoidal 2-category (C,  , I, R&, ? , R (&| ?, !) ,
R (&, ? | !)) together with an invertible modification v&, ? (the syllepsis) giving
for any objects A, B # C the 2-isomorphism
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such that the following diagrams commute:
(4.1)
where
:=vA, BC $=vA, BC
;=R (B, C | A) ==BvA, C ,
#=R (A | B, C)
(4.2)
where
:=vAB, C $=AvB, C
;=R (C | A, B) ==vA, CB,
#=R (A, B | C)
and such that the following equations hold:
vA, I=ididA (4.3)
vI, A=ididA . (4.4)
The 3-tensor of two objects is expected to result in a 2-arrow with source
and targets being braidings of these objects. But this specification does not
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give a legitimate 2-arrow yet, as the sources and targets of RA, B and RB, A
do not agree. One solution to this would be to invert one of these, as in
Another, equivalent, solution is to move one of these to the other side of
the 2-arrow, resulting in the above definition of the syllepsis.
Functoriality of the syllepsis manifests itself in it being a 2-functor in
each of its variables, and in (4.1) and (4.2), which say that the syllepsis
behaves well with respect to the tensor. 2-categories are too low dimen-
sional to speak about functoriality of the syllepsis in the braiding.
Day and Street observe that (4.3) and (4.4) follow from the other
axioms. But it should be noted that their proof requires R (A | I, I ) and
R (I, I | A) to be identities, and vA, I and vI, A respectively to be invertible.
Symmetric monoidal 2-categories have been defined, under the name of
strongly involutory monoidal 2-categories, by Breen [5], and, under the
name of symmetric Gray monoids, by Day and Street [10]. Again, I will
give Day and Street’s definition, again marginally improved as far as the
presentation is concerned.
Definition 4.2. A (semistrict) symmetric monoidal 2-category is a
(semistrict) sylleptic monoidal 2-category (C,  , I, R&, ? , R (&| ?, !) ,
R (&, ? | !) , v&, ?) such that the following diagram commutes:
(4.5)
where
:=vA, B #=vB, A .
The symmetry was expected to state the equality of certain 3-tensors of
objects. And indeed, using the formulation for the syllepsis as 3-tensor,
(4.5) can be equivalently expressed as commutativity of
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5. GENERALIZED CENTER CONSTRUCTIONS
5.1. The 2-Center of a Braided Monoidal 2-Category
The 2-center of braided monoidal 2-categories has not been considered
before. I will give an explicit construction, and I will prove that the 2-center
of a braided monoidal 2-category is a sylleptic monoidal 2-category.
Let (C,  , I, R&, ? , R (&| ?, !) , R (&, ? | !)) be a braided monoidal 2-
category.
5.1.1. The 2-Category Z2(C)
An object of Z2(C) is a pair (A, vA, &) consisting of the following:
v an object A # C,
v an invertible modification vA, & giving for any object X # C a
2-isomorphism
such that diagram (4.1) commutes for any B, C # C and Eq. (4.3) holds.
A morphism in Z2(C) from (A, vA, &) to (A$, vA$, &) is a morphism
f : A  A$ # C such that vA, & becomes natural in f : A  A$, i.e., such that
the diagram
commutes.
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A 2-morphism in Z2(C) from f to f $ is a 2-morphism : : f O f $ # C.
Composition is defined as in C.
Identities are defined as in C.
5.1.2. The Monoidal Structure
The tensor product of the objects (A, vA, &) and (B, vB, &) is defined
to be the pair consisting of the object AB # C and the invertible
modification
(compare diagram (4.2)).
The other tensor products are defined as in C.
The unit object is defined to be the pair consisting of the object I # C and
the invertible modification
5.1.3. The Braiding
The braiding is defined as in C.
5.1.4. The Syllepsis
The syllepsis of the objects (A, vA, &) and (B, vB, &) is defined to be the
2-isomorphism vA, B=vA, &(B).
5.1.5. Conclusion
Theorem 5.1. Given any (semistrict) braided monoidal 2-category
(C,  , I, R&, ? , R (&| ?, !) , R (&| ?, !)), the 2-center Z2(C) is a (semistrict)
sylleptic monoidal 2-category.
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Proof. Composition of morphisms is a morphism in Z2(C): vA, & is
natural in f $*0 f : A  A" because vA, & is natural in f, vA$, & is natural in
f $, and R&, ? is pseudo-natural in each of its variables.
The identity on an object is a morphism in Z2(C): vA, & is natural in idA
because RidA, &=idRA, & and R&, idA=idR&, A which is part of R&, ? being
pseudo-natural in each of its variables.
The tensor product of two objects is an object of Z2(C): (4.1) amounts
to the diagram
It commutes because it can be decomposed as follows:
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where
and
are both instances of (2.6),
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and
are both instances of (4.1), and
commutes because of the tensor being a 2-functor CG C  C. Equa-
tion (4.3) holds because it holds for vA, & and vB, & and because of
Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13).
The tensor product of an object and a morphism is a morphism in Z2(C):
is natural in fB : AB  A$B because fvB, & is an identity 3-morphism, vA, &
is natural in f, and R (&| ?, !) and R (&, ? | !) are natural in each of their
variables. That the tensor product of an object and a morphism is a
morphism in Z2(C) is analogous.
The unit object is an object of Z2(C): All 2-morphisms in diagram (4.1)
are identities, and vl, I is defined to be ididI the second I, that is, but that
is the same as the first one.
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The braiding of two objects is a morphism in Z2(C):
being natural in RA, B amounts to commutativity of the diagram
It commutes because it can be decomposed as follows:
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where
and
and
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are instances of (2.7).
and
commute because of the 2-dimensional aspect of pseudo-naturality of R&, ?
in each of its variables, and
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and
commute trivially.
Z2(C) is a 2-category: immediate from the corresponding fact for C.
Z2(C) is monoidal: not immediate from the corresponding fact for C.
For associativity, (A, vA, &) ((B, vB, &) (C, vC, &)) and ((A, vA, &)
(B, vB, &)) (C, vC, &) are both equal to
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because of commutativity of (2.4) and (2.5). For the unit axioms,
(I, idid&)(A, vA, &) is equal to the pair consisting of the object A and the
invertible modification
which is equal to (A, vA, &) because of Eqs. (2.15) and (2.11), and similarly
for (A, vA, &)(I, idid&) because of Eqs. (2.10) and (2.14).
Z2(C) is braided: immediate from the correspondings fact for C.
(4.1) commutes in Z2(C): immediate from the definition of objects in
Z2(C).
(4.2) commutes in Z2(C): immediate from the definition of the tensor
product of objects in Z2(C).
(4.3) holds in Z2(C): immediate from the definition of objects in Z2(C).
(4.4) holds in Z2(C): immediate from the definition of unit object in
Z2(C). K
5.1.6. Observations
Elements of Z2(C), as defined above, do correspond to pairs consisting
of an element A of C and a modification vA, & , as expected.
Proving the tensor of objects of Z2(C) to be an object of Z2(C) involves
doing all the work for the axioms for the syllepsis.
The proof that the tensor of objects of Z2(C) is an object of Z2(C) criti-
cally depends on working in 2-categories, because in higher dimensions the
seventh diagram of Section 5.1.5, which is the 2-dimensional reflection of
the identity 4-arrow vA, &vB, ? , is expected to become a non-identity
4-arrow instead. This is exactly the same situation as for the tensor product
of objects of Z(C) being an object of Z(C), see the second diagram of
Section 3.1.2.
The proof that the braiding of objects of Z2(C) is a morphism of Z2(C)
involves a ‘‘tearing apart’’ of the front and the back face of the tenth
diagram of Section 5.1.5 which can be done only in the way it is done. The
other way of tearing occurs in the ‘‘left’’ 2-center, where an object is a pair
(A, vA, &), etcetera.
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5.2. Embedding a Sylleptic Monoidal 2-Category in Its 2-Center
I will now look at the embedding of a sylleptic monoidal 2-category in
its 2-center. This goes entirely as expected.
Let (C,  , R&, ? , R (&| ?, !) , R (&, ? | !) , v$&, ?) be a sylleptic monoidal
2-category.
5.2.1. ‘2 : C  Z2(C)
For an object A # C, ‘2(A) is the pair (A, v$A, &). It is an object of Z2(C)
because the diagram (4.1) commutes and Eq. (4.3) holds in C.
For a morphism f : A  A$ # C, ‘2( f ) is f itself. It is a morphism in
Z2(C) because v$A, & is natural in A.
For a 2-morphism : : f O f $, ‘2(:) is : itself.
‘2 is a 2-functor: trivial.
‘2 is (strict) monoidal:
‘2(AB)=(AB, v$AB, &)
=(AB, ) by commutativity of (4.2)
=‘2(A) ‘2(B)
and
‘2(IC)=(I, v$I, &)
=(I, idid&) by Eq. (4.4)
=IZ2(C) .
‘2 is (strict) braided: trivial.
‘2 is sylleptic: trivial.
5.3. The 3-Center of a Sylleptic Monoidal 2-Category
The 3-center of sylleptic monoidal 2-categories has not been considered
before. I will give an explicit construction, and I will prove that the 2-cen-
ter of a sylleptic monoidal 2-category is a symmetric monoidal 2-category.
Let (C,  , I, R&, ? , R (&| ?, !) , R (&, ? | !) , v&, ?) be a sylleptic monoidal
2-category.
5.3.1. The 2-category Z3(C)
An object of Z3(C) is an object A # C such that the diagram (4.5) com-
mutes for any B # C.
A morphism in Z3(C) from A to B is a morphism f : A  B # C.
A 2-morphism in Z3(C) from f to f $ is a 2-morphism : : f O f $ # C.
Composition is defined as in C.
Identities are defined as in C.
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5.3.2. The Monoidal Structure
The tensor product is defined as in C.
The unit object is defined as in C.
5.3.3. The Braiding
The braiding is defined as in C.
5.3.4. The Syllepsis
The syllepsis is defined as in C.
5.3.5. Conclusion
Theorem 5.2. Given any (semistrict) sylleptic monoidal 2-category
(C,  , I, R&, ? , R (&| ?, !) , R (&, ? | !) , v&, ?), the 3-center Z3(C) is a (semi-
strict) symmetric monoidal 2-category.
Proof. The tensor product of two objects is an object of Z3(C): (4.5)
commutes because it can be decomposed as follows:
where
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is an instance of (4.2),
is an instance of (4.1),
and
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are both instances of (4.5), and
commutes trivially.
The unit object is an object of Z3(C): all 2-morphisms in diagram (4.5)
are identities.
Z3(C) is a 2-category: immediate from the corresponding fact for C.
Z3(C) is monoidal: immediate from the corresponding fact for C.
Z3(C) is braided: immediate from the corresponding fact for C.
Z3(C) is sylleptic: immediate from the corresponding fact for C.
(4.5) commutes in Z3(C): immediate from the definition of objects in
Z3(C). K
5.3.6. Observations
For an object of C, being an object of Z3C is a property, and the
3-center of C is a sub-2-category of C, as expected.
There is nothing to be said about the embedding of a symmetric
monoidal 2-category in its 3-center, as this is an isomorphism, with inverse
the inclusion of the 3-center, which, in this situation, is also an
isomorphism.
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